AGENDA ITEM NO. 7
BRISTOL CITY COUNCIL
PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY AND GREENS COMMITTEE
15th April 2019
CLAIMED FOOTPATH FROM CROW LANE TO MACHIN ROAD, HENBURY
(Report of the Network Operations Team Manager, Growth & Regeneration)
(Ward: Henbury & Brentry)
Policy Implications
None arising directly from this report.
Resource Implications
There are no specific resource implications arising from this report, although if an Order is
made which receives objections that are not withdrawn, there would be cost implications if
the Secretary of State decided to hold a public inquiry or hearing. A way added to the
definitive map is publicly maintainable if it can be shown to have come into existence prior
to the 1959 Highways Act.
Other Approvals necessary
None
Recommendations
That the Head of Legal Services be authorised to make and advertise a Definitive Map
Modification Order to show a footpath in the Definitive Map and Statement, as shown on
the plan attached to this report;
and,
that if the Order is unopposed or any objections lodged are subsequently withdrawn, the
Head of Legal Services be authorised to confirm the Order.
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Executive Summary
x

The purpose of this report is to provide the Public Rights of Way and Greens
Committee with sufficient information and guidance to determine an application for
a Modification Order under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 to modify the
Definitive Map and Statement by the addition of a footpath from Crow Lane to
Machin Road. The claimed route is shown as B-C on the plan at APPENDIX O to this
report.

x

The available evidence of use of the way on foot between points B and C on the
report map is considered on the balance of probabilities to be sufficient to give rise
to the presumption that a Public Footpath has been established under section 31 of
the Highways Act 1980.

x

It is considered that the available evidence shows that those parts of the claimed
route have been dedicated as a right of way on foot by virtue of Presumed
Dedication at statute. The evidence shows the claimed route has been used as of
right by the public for a period of 20 years prior to 2012 when the public’s right to
use the way was brought into question by erections of signs stating that the route
was ‘PRIVATE NO PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY’.

x

There is insufficient evidence available to indicate that landowners had taken overt
action to demonstrate to users that they did not intend to dedicate a right of way
over the claimed route (Bristol City Council from 1961 – 2006 and the current
landowner since 2007).

x

The barrier or restriction that was in place during the relevant 20 year period was
bypassed without secrecy, force or permission. Whilst this restriction does not make
the route in question one that is accessible or even desirable, this cannot be a
consideration in determining the application. It was made clear in Mayhew v
Secretary of State for the Environment (1993) that a Council could not take into
account issues relating to the desirability of a route and, by extension, whether a
route is as accessible as many would wish.

x

In determining the application, officers have also examined documentary evidence,
particularly historic maps, supported by documents held at Modern Records and the
definitive map record. It is considered that these records do not provide any
additional evidence to support the claim that a public footpath subsists over the
alleged route.

In conclusion the report recommends that an Order be made under section 53(2)(b) of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 to add the claimed public footpath to the definitive map
and statement on the basis of the occurrence of an event. Namely, that the available
evidence shows that a public footpath is reasonably alleged to subsist between points B and
C. It also recommends that the Council confirms the Order if it is unopposed or asks the
Secretary of State to confirm it if it is opposed.
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1.

Purpose of Report

1.1. To determine an application for a Modification Order under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 to modify the Definitive Map and Statement by the addition of a
footpath from Crow Lane to Machin Road.
2.

Legal Framework

2.1. Bristol City Council as Highway and Surveying Authority is under a statutory duty, as
imposed by Section 53(2) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, to keep the
Definitive Map and Statement under continuous review and to determine any valid
applications for modification orders that it receives.
2.2. Section 53(5) of the Act enables any person to apply to the Surveying Authority for an
order to be made to modify the definitive map and statement as respects any of the
‘evidential events’ specified in paragraphs (b) and (c) of section 53(3). The procedure
for the making and determination of applications is set out in Schedule 14 of the Act
and includes the right for applicants to appeal to the Secretary of State against the
refusal of the surveying authority to make an order.
3.

Background

3.1. The Definitive Map Modification Order (DMMO) application was submitted on 24th
September 2013 and validated by Legal Services on 11th December 2013. The
application is to modify the Definitive Map by adding a footpath, from Crow Lane to
Machin Road. The claimed route begins at the footway on Crow Lane and then runs
between 147 and 149 Crow Lane before crossing an open space or yard at the rear of
143-147 Crow Lane to the footway on Machin Road, opposite the Machin Road Public
Car Park. A copy of the map submitted with the DMMO application is attached at
Appendix A and shows the claimed route.
3.2. The relevant statutory provision in this case, which applies to adding a route to the
Definitive Map and Statement, is set out in Section 53(3)(b) of the Act which requires
the Surveying Authority to modify the Definitive Map and Statement following:
“the expiration, in relation to any way in the area to which the map relates, of any
period such that the enjoyment by the public of the way during that period raises a
presumption that the way has been dedicated as a public path or restricted byway;”
3.3. Section 31 of the Highways Act 1980 provides for the presumption of dedication of a
public right of way following 20 years continuous use. Subsection (1) states:
“Where a way over any land, other than a way of such character that use of it by the
public could not give rise at common law to any presumption of dedication, has
actually been enjoyed by the public as of right and without interruption for a full period
of 20 years, the way is to be deemed to have been dedicated as a highway unless there
is sufficient evidence that there was no intention during that period to dedicate it.”
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Subsection (2) states that:
“The period of 20 years referred to in subsection (1) above is to be calculated
retrospectively from the date when the right of the public to use the way is brought
into question, whether by a notice ... or otherwise.”
3.4. The act that brought the public right into question and prompted the claim was the
erection of a sign in early 2012, stating that the route was ‘PRIVATE NO PUBLIC RIGHT
OF WAY’. This sign was visible from Crow Lane, and a further sign still in place on the
wall adjacent to the Machin Road footway (Appendix H.4) is similar enough in style to
suggest both were installed at the same time. In any case, the photographic and user
evidence is clear that there was a sign in place, and that such a sign was sufficient to
bring into question the public’s right to use the route. On this basis, the relevant 20
year period should end in early 2012, and begin in early 1992. Two metre palisade
fence and gates were installed between 147 and 149 Crow Lane and adjacent to the
Machin Road footway in 2014, which effectively prevented subsequent public use of
the claimed route (see photos at Appendix H). Further evidence to corroborate the
date on which the public’s right to use the way was brought into question is set out in
the summary of user evidence below (see sections 5 and Table at Appendix J1).
4.

Documentary Evidence

4.1. The DMMO applicant did not provide any further documentary evidence in addition to
the user evidence submitted in support of his application, a detailed analysis of which
is set out in section 5 of the report below.
4.2. However, Section 32 of the Highways Act 1980 permits other sources of documentary
evidence to be taken into consideration which may provide additional evidence
relevant to the existence of a public right of way. It is this authority’s practice to
search historical records held by the Bristol Records Office (BRO) or held on digital
archives such as ‘Know Your Place – Bristol’, alongside analysing the available
Definitive Maps and any other relevant mapping that is held by the Highway Authority
or publicly available.
4.3. Definitive Maps
4.3.1.The published Definitive Map and Statement of 1954 and the review of the Map
published in 1966 at Appendices B1 & B2 do not show the claimed route as a recorded
right of way. The 1954 map is clearly drawn on a base map prior to the development
of the area, as planned roads to the south are shown, but none of the roads to the
north of Crow Lane. By the publication of the 1966 Definitive Map, the base included
Machin Road and the plot for the co-operative store at 149 Crow Lane.
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4.4. Site History
4.4.1.This land was part of the housing estate developed as the Manor House Estate,
Westmoreland Farm (MR C1469, Appendix C1). The lease of the land was granted by
the Ministry of Housing and Local Government under the Town and Country Planning
Act 1959 S.26(2)(b) and 3(b) and S.105 of the Housing Act 1957 dated 28th February
1963 with an accompanying plan for the area of land over which the claimed route
runs, next to the Co-operative store (MR C1469, Appendix C2). There is an area shown
hatched which is a section of the claimed route; there is no referencing included in the
plan to show why it was shown differently.
4.4.2.The 1949 1:2500 dataset available to view on Know Your Place Bristol, is annotated for
the planned housing development (Appendix D1). There is a pencil note at the area in
question: “Shops & Flats, Crow Lane, Plan No. 615/52 Fewster for Greater London
Props. This plan cannot be traced.
4.4.3.All of the available plans that show 133 - 147 Crow Lane display a solid black line
between 147 and 149 at the location of a step and the restriction (Appendix D2).
These plans also lack of any evidence of buildings across the route, and provide no
evidence of a route being mapped by Ordnance Survey.
4.4.4.The way is not adopted for maintenance purposes by the highway authority although
it connects two sections of adopted footway, on Machin Road and Crow Lane. The
adoption of the highways of Crow Lane and Machin Road happened in a piecemeal
way (Appendices E1 and E2). The narrow strip of land at the front of the shops is
owned by Bristol City Council shown on Title BL129626 (Appendix E3).
4.4.5.Bristol City Council auctioned the land in 2006, when the rank of buildings was divided
into 4 lots. Lot 189 covered the addresses of No.s 133 to 147, Lots 190-193 the Cooperative Store and properties Nos.48 to 52, Lots 194-199 covered properties
numbered 159 to 169 and Lots 200-203 covered properties numbered 175 to 181
Crow Lane (MR 9730D Appendices F1-3). None of the photographs showed the
claimed route in detail and the area plan does not illustrate the route.
4.4.6.Number 147 Crow Lane was amongst the properties bought by Varlin Developments
Ltd (MR 9730D, Appendices F1-3). On the 23rd March 2006 Stonelink Properties Ltd at
an extraordinary general meeting passed a special resolution to become bare trustees
of Varlin Investments Ltd (Companies House, accessed 11/12/18, Appendix G1). The
current tenant at the time was Wheatland Ltd. The leasehold land shown on Title
AV183955 (Appendices G2-3) between Stonelink Properties and
,
omitted the ground floor retail property, but referred to the flats above which are
accessed via steps adjacent to 147 Crow Lane.
4.4.7.The freehold of the ground floor and the adjoining land was sold to
in March 2007 by Stonelink Properties Limited as shown on title BL99420
(Appendices G4-13).
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4.5. Planning applications and current development proposals
4.5.1.There are no current plans to develop any part of the site. It is assumed that the gate
that blocks the route between the 147 and 149 Crow Lane was erected under
permitted development, as there is no record of a planning application to install the
gate and fence.
4.6. Site Visits
4.6.1.Officers undertook a site visit in December 2018 - a photographic record is attached at
Appendices H1-5. While this site visit was 6 years after the claim was first brought into
dispute, apart from the erection of tall palisade fence and gate at the location of the
obstruction referred to in the user evidence, and a double palisade gate at the Machin
Road entrance, the route has clearly remained in the same character. There is visible
evidence of a tubular barrier, otherwise referred to as a restriction of the claimed
route, in the footings of this barrier remaining visible (Appendix H). This restriction
was most likely removed when the palisade fence and gate was installed.
4.6.2.Photographs at appendices H4 and H5 show the gates at the Machin Road entrance
closed. There are clear signs at this end of the claimed route stating ‘No Fly Tipping’,
‘Private no Public Right of Way’ and ‘No parking 24hr access’. The style of these signs,
coupled with the evidence from Google street view, as summarised below, suggests
that the ‘Private No Public Right of Way’ sign was installed in 2012 at the same time as
the one on the obstruction between 147 and 149 Crow Lane.
4.6.3.The width of the way at the palisade fence and gate between 147 and 149 Crow Lane
was measured on site at 2.25m. Excluding the restriction, this is the narrowest part of
the way. Measuring the way between this point, across the open yard was impossible
because the gates were locked on both approaches, and is likely irrelevant as the way
has always been restrained across this space. The step or change of level at the
location of the restriction was also measured and found to be approximately 22cm.
4.7. Google street view images of the claimed route
4.7.1.Google street view captured images of the path from Crow Lane in 2008, 2009, 2012,
2014 and 2018. The photographic evidence shows that in August 2008 (Appendix I.1)
the route was open, one individual was using the gap in the restriction and the other 2
individuals look as if they had just bypassed the restriction as they use the claimed
route. In October 2009 the route was open with a person stood at the stagger barrier,
see Appendix I.2-3. In April 2012 the route was open with the stagger barrier in situ,
see Appendix I.4. By September 2012 the route was open, and a sign had been
installed which is missing letters, but the remaining letters suggest it said ‘no public
right of way’ as visible in Appendix I.5. It is clear from Appendix I.6 that by June 2014
the route was closed by a palisade fence and gate. In June 2018 the route remained
closed by a palisade fence (see Appendix I.7). This was confirmed with a site visit in
December 2018.
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4.7.2.Google street view captured images of the path from Machin Road in 2009 and 2012.
As visible in Appendix I8, in October 2009 the route is open with a person walking
towards the stagger barrier. In April 2012 the route is open with a person walking
away from the stagger barrier towards Machin Road, captured twice (see Appendix
I.9-10).
4.8. In summary, prior to the development of the roads, shops and housing in the area,
there is no record of public footpaths following the route claimed, or a similar route,
with the route between Crow Lane and Machin Road coming into use after the Cooperative store (149 Crow Lane) and the bank of shops (144-147 Crow Lane) were
completed.
5.

User Evidence

5.1. The DMMO Application to modify the Definitive Map and Statement by adding the
footpath, as described in paragraph 4 above, is supported by 8 user evidence forms
(UEFs) which are included with the background papers to this report. The forms
provide evidence of use of the claimed route for varying periods of time between
1961 and 2013 when the application was submitted and confirmed, following the
installation of signs stating the way was private in 2012. The evidence contained in the
UEFs and accompanying maps is summarised below.
5.2. All of the maps provided with the UEFs are marked to show the whole of the claimed
route which is shown as B-C on the location plan at Appendix O.
5.3. Many witnesses also marked the maps with their UEFs to show the location of a
restriction, limiting the width of the way: all but form 7. 6 of these forms included a
map marked B-C (Crow Lane to Machin Road, with the restriction marked at A). Only
on form 6 does the respondent mark the map both in a different way, marking the
Machin Road termination as ‘A’ and the sign/restriction location as ‘B’, also labelling
the sign and restriction on the map itself.
5.4. The summary of user evidence and graph at Appendices J1-2 reveals that all of the
witnesses claim continuous use of the route for 20 years or more during the relevant
period in question from 1992 to 2012. Two witnesses provide evidence for using the
route from 1961 until 2012 (forms 4 and 5).
5.5. Other evidence from the UEFs is set out in the table at Appendix J1 and summarised as
follows:
5.5.1.Historic and other evidence of width of the claimed route is set out in section 4 above.
User evidence of the width of the way is as follows:
-

Seven users refer to a width of approximately 3 metres, whether precise, stating
that such a measurement is approximate, or two who refer to the width being in
feet (9ft - form 6 and ‘about 10 foot’ – form 5).
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-

The remaining respondents did not answer this question.

-

Three users referred to the restriction in responding to the question on width,
providing measurements of 1m (form 1), 0.75m (form 3) and 20 inches (form 6).

5.5.2.Four witnesses believe the status of the way is footpath or public footpath (forms 1
and 3 to 5). The remaining witnesses did not answer the question, though the
witnesses who completed forms 2 and 8 did answer a later question by stating that
they used the way on foot.
5.5.3.The purpose of their journey for the majority of witnesses was for access to shops or
shopping – forms 1 and 4 – 7; 1 Witness used the route for ‘taking rubbish out’ and it
could be argued that this was in a private capacity due to the nature of the journey
(form 2). One witness only referred to the two street names (form 3) and the final
witness (form 8) did not answer the question.
5.5.4.Seven of the eight witnesses stated that they did not have a private right to use the
lane. However, one witness (form 2), did not answer the question, and referred to
‘taking rubbish out’ as purpose of the journey. It would not be unreasonable to
assume that this was exercising a private right, though this is not definitive evidence of
private rights to use the route.
5.5.5.All the witnesses used the route on foot, and there is no suggestion that the route was
used by any other means. The restriction referred to in user evidence forms and
visible in Google maps street view images from c. 2008 would have made any other
use impractical. Total number of journeys per year varied from 50 (form 2) to 300
(form 6).
5.5.6.Six of the witnesses referred to a notice installed in 2012 or 2013. Four witnesses
(forms 1, 3, 4 and 5) state that the signs were at both terminations of the claimed
route, with one witness (form 6) stating that the signs were on the Machin Road wall
and the tubular barrier (or restriction). The available photographic evidence suggests
this is probably the most accurate report of the signs displayed in 2012 as can be seen
in the September 2012 Google street view image (Appendix I.5). One witness (form 8)
did record seeing signs in 2012, but did not state their locations. Two witnesses did
not recall seeing any notices (forms 2 and 7). The witnesses did not refer to any earlier
notices.
5.5.7.No witnesses reported ever being told that the way was not public, or being stopped
from using the route.
5.5.8.No witnesses recalled any impassable obstructions to the way over the twenty year
period being claimed when answering the relevant question. Witnesses did refer to a
restriction in answering various other questions. Forms 1, 3-6 and 8 all referred to
some sort of restriction between 147 and 149 Crow Lane. This is corroborated by
photographic evidence and images from Google street view (Appendices I1-10).
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5.5.9.All witnesses knew or had seen other individuals using the claimed route. The witness
completing form 3 had given evidence forms to all those using the route that were
known to him. One witness had specifically referred to a family member of the same
address (form 1) Whilst all other witnesses had either answered yes and given no
further details, or stated that the route was used by many people that they were not
personally familiar with.
6.

Consultation & Landowner Evidence

6.1. First stage consultation was carried out by contacting the land owners of the land over
which the claimed route crossed, the owners of adjoining land, and the eight
witnesses who had provided evidence when the claim was submitted (including the
applicant). These consultations were carried out by post and email in December 2018
and January 2019.
6.2. The applicant was the only user to provide a response to this letter, and to a request
for further information. The response was regarding the restriction, see section 5.6.
6.3. A letter was sent to Bristol City Council, who replied during the additional consultation
to confirm that they had no comments (see section 7.2.).
6.4. A letter was sent to the company secretary of Stonelink Properties Ltd, as this
company and their predecessors owned the land over which the route runs for a short
period in 2007, as well as the freehold of 149 Crow Lane. No comments were received
within the 28 day period provided for response.
6.5. Current landowner
6.5.1.Notice was served by the applicant upon
on the 24th September 2013.
The same
telephoned the public rights of way team on the 26th
September 2013. She reported receiving the DMMO notice and said that she would be
writing in with evidence in support of an objection. She also stated that land was
previously owned by the council, and that there was a gate on the rear access to the
shops which got knocked down by a lorry and was never replaced (Appendix K). No
,
evidence was received following this phone call. A letter was sent to
as the landowner of 147 Crow Lane and the adjoining land in December 2018.
Following receipt of the formal consultation letter, evidence was submitted and is
included in Appendices L1-8 and is summarised below:
6.5.2.

reports that there was a ‘No Thoroughfare’ sign (subsequently
defaced to read ‘roughfare’) when working in 147 Crow Lane in 1966. No other
evidence of this sign is provided.

6.5.3.

reports that she took out a sub-lease in 1983. In 1989 she reports that
she purchased the head-lease and freehold of 147 Crow Lane.
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6.5.4.In February 2007
reports that she acquired the former commercial
yard at the side and rear of 147 Crow Lane and that this was formerly in the ownership
of Bristol City Council.
6.5.5.

refers to a restriction in her evidence and letter, providing evidence in
relation to the available mapping and photographs (Appendices L3-8) of the barrier or
restriction. It is clear from all available evidence that this barrier existed, along with
states that the space
referred to ‘9” Step’ (Appendix L2). In her letter,
was approximated 12”/13”, and advises that she has retained the barrier and that as
the original footings can still be seen, the size of this restriction can be demonstrated
upon request.

6.5.6.The landowner reports various antisocial behaviours in the letter at Appendix L2, and
that the way was ‘in no way a safe, suitable or viable short cut’. There is also reference
to vehicles and deliveries obstructing the entrance to the route on Machin Road.
6.5.7.The landowner also refers to ‘many signs’ being installed over 35 years (though
was only landowner of the land in question for 2007-2012 of the relevant
period). The landowner also states that since occupying 147 Crow Lane in 1983, she
and other staff members have stopped or attempted to stop individuals attempting to
squeeze past the barrier.
6.5.8.Further consultation was carried out with the current landowner following the receipt
of the initial detailed evidence. This was to confirm:
a) Whether there was any further evidence available on signs and stopping members
of the public.
b) Whether they had any responsibilities or other relationship with the land between
147 and 148 Crow Lane, and the behind 143 – 147 Crow Lane prior to purchase of
the relevant title in 2007 (Appendices G4-11).
6.5.9.In response to the request for further information, the current landowner (and for
2007-2012 of the relevant period) stated that they had:
a) Stopped ‘20 or so individuals per week’, mostly during daylight hours, though they
could not provide details of times or dates, and they had not kept any records of
signs erected (Appendix N).
b) Stopped or attempted to stop people from accessing the commercial yard for
many years before 2007, though they could not provide any evidence that they
had any maintenance or other responsibilities for the land, except that it was not
maintained, repaired or lit by Bristol City Council (Appendix N).
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7.

Additional Consultation

7.1. An email was received from the DMMO applicant on 2nd February 2019, following
receipt of the draft report on his modification order application. The applicant
confirmed that they had no further comments.
7.2. An email was received from Bristol City Council Legal Services on 5th February 2019,
confirming that Bristol City Council as the landowner from 1992-2006 had no
comments.
7.3.

, as owner of the land between Nos. 147 and 149 Crow Lane, has
been given an opportunity to comment on a draft of this report. Further comments
have been received which provided a measurement of the gap between the barrier
and the adjoining property (Appendix P). The letter also included comments on the
accuracy of witness statements and ‘supposition’ regarding Google street view
images. These are matters to be weighed on the balance of probabilities by the
Committee. There is also a further comment about signs erected, but no additional
evidence of these signs. The entirety of this letter and attached photos is included in
Appendix P for completeness.

8.

Analysis

8.1. The Committee must decide on all the evidence before it whether the allegation that
the claimed route is a public footpath is substantiated on the balance of probabilities.
There must be evidence to show that the route marked with a black line on the plan
attached at Appendix O (points B-C) has been used by the public at large, rather than
individuals exercising a private right, over the relevant 20 year period. The evidence
must be sufficient to raise a presumption that the way has been dedicated as a public
footpath which has not been rebutted by sufficient evidence to show that there was
no intention on the part of the landowner to dedicate.
8.2. Officers consider that use of the claimed footpath as a public right of way was brought
into question in 2012 when signs were erected, clearly stating that the route was
private and not a public right of way (see section 3.4 above and Appendices H and I5).
Members should therefore look for evidence of continuous use of the claimed route
up to this date and should decide whether the evidence supplied supports the full
period of 20 years.
8.3. Use of the route as a public footpath is claimed by a total of 8 people through user
evidence forms and public use of the route is supported by the available Google street
view imagery. The owner of the adjacent building (147 Crow Lane) and since 2007,
the owner of the land which the claimed route crosses, supports this evidence in
referencing their actions taken to deter use. All eight of the witnesses who completed
evidence forms claimed to have used the route for at least 20 years unhindered and
unchallenged, except by a restriction which was according to all reports, in situ for the
entirety of the relevant 20 year period. Consultation with the landowner and the
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applicants suggests that the restriction was installed not long after the shops and flats
(143-147 Crow Lane) were constructed, by the mid-1960s. None of the witnesses
stated that they had asked or been given permission to use the route. Only one of the
8 witnesses could be reasonably alleged to be exercising a private right, although they
have not referred to any private right and there is no record of a private right on the
relevant property deeds.
8.4. There must be sufficient evidence to show that the route marked B-C on the plan
attached at Appendix O has been used by the public at large, rather than individuals
exercising a private right, for such a period to raise a presumption that it has been
dedicated as a public footpath and that this evidence has not been rebutted by any
other evidence.
8.5. User & Documentary Evidence
8.5.1.Officers believe that the user evidence which supports the Modification Order
Application provides strong evidence of pedestrian use of the route for the relevant
20-year period from 1992 to 2012. Further evidence, indicating that a route has been
available between Machin Road and Crow Lane at this location since the early 1960s,
is corroborated by the documentary evidence set out in sections 4 above. There is
sufficient user evidence to suggest that the route in question was used by the public
for 20 years (1986-2006) prior to the purchase of the relevant title by the current
landowner.
8.5.2.Additional documentary evidence indicates that the only major change affecting the
claimed route prior to the relevant 20-year period occurred when the tubular barrier
or restriction was installed. This was erected before 1989, and a response from
consultation suggested it had been in situ for 50 years (or since the late 1960s –
Appendix M). Whilst the gap left was clearly narrow enough to make access less
convenient, the public used this route without further hindrance.
8.5.3.In respect of the user evidence concerning the width of the way, set out in section
5.5.2. above, the majority of witnesses state a width of between 2.75 to 3 metres. It is
clear from photographs of the site that the stairs to the flats above reduce the width
of the way, and photographic evidence shows that this was where the restriction or
barrier was installed.
8.5.4.It is the opinion of officers that it is more likely than not that the restriction or tubular
barrier was in place for the entirety of the provided user evidence (1961-2013).
8.5.5.It is clear that the width referred to in the user evidence forms does not refer to the
open space at the rear of the Crow Lane shops. The way is unrestricted crossing the
commercial yard, so a minimum width of 2 metres should be recommended for this
section should the Committee decide to make an order.
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8.6. Landowner Evidence
8.6.1.Landowner evidence implies that there were additional notices (prior to those in 2012
which brought the route into question) stating that they had ‘erected many signs over
the years which were ignored, defaced, removed or destroyed’, and that in 1966 there
had been a sign stating ‘No Thoroughfare’. This is in contrast to the 8 users not
providing any record of these signs. The land in question was owned by Bristol City
Council until 2007, and there is no evidence that this landowner put up any notices to
deter public use of the route in the 20 years prior to selling the land in 2007.
8.6.2.Comments about antisocial behaviour and suitability of the route were included in the
landowner evidence (Appendix L2 and section 6.56) but these must be disregarded as
they are not indicative of whether the way was used by the public as of right.
Temporary obstructions by delivery and unloading vehicles must also be deemed
irrelevant by the nature of the activity taking place, and the short time these
obstructions would have occurred.
8.6.3.The current landowner asserts that the restriction provided a gap of only 12 or 13
inches. There is conflicting user evidence of the width of the gap left by the restriction
or tubular barrier that was in place for the entirety of the 20 year relevant period (see
section 5.5.1. above). Following receipt of a draft of this report, the current landowner
provided a letter and photographs, stating that the width was 13 inches (Appendix P).
It is clear that the public bypassed this and a step or change in level. The bypassing of
this obstruction was done without secrecy, force or permission. Should the committee
decide to make an order, this width could be reviewed by officers before the
Definitive Statement entry is finalised with assistance from the landowner and the
retained barrier.
8.6.4.Officers are aware that in light of this restriction, the route may not seem accessible or
even desirable, but it was made clear in Mayhew v Secretary of State for the
Environment (1993) that a Council could not take into account issues relating to the
desirability of a route and, by extension, whether a route is as accessible as many
would wish.
8.6.5.The nature of the reported restriction does mean that the only rights that can
reasonably by alleged to subsist based on the user evidence is use by foot, or as a
public footpath. The information in the user evidence forms supports this status as a
footpath for the claimed route.
9.

Conclusion

9.1. Officers conclude that on the basis of evidence available to them at this time and on
the balance of probability that there is sufficient evidence to reasonably allege that
the presumption of dedication contained in Section 31(1) of the Highways Act 1980
has been raised for the claimed footpath. It appears to officers more reasonable than
not to allege that the public has used the claimed footpath for 20 years or more. By
the same token there has not been at this time sufficient evidence submitted by the
13

landowner to rebut the presumption of dedication, nor to rebut the claimed use of the
way.
9.2. In deciding whether the claim is made out, Members have to decide whether the right
as claimed subsists or is reasonably alleged to subsist. It is the opinion of the Network
Operations Team Manager, on the balance of probabilities that the rights claimed are
reasonably alleged to subsist.
9.3. The Committee must consider whether there is sufficient evidence to support the
allegation that the presumption of dedication is raised under Section 31 of the
Highways Act 1980, following 20 years of continuous use of the claimed route by the
public. The standard of proof is the civil one, being a proof of the balance of
probabilities; i.e. that it is more likely than not that the allegation of presumed
dedication is true. Members must weigh up all the evidence provided and if, on
balance, they consider that the claimed public right of way is reasonably alleged, then
the presumption is raised. If, on the other hand, Members consider that there is
insufficient evidence to support the allegation of presumed dedication; or that the
evidence in support has been rebutted by sufficient evidence to show that there was
no intention to dedicate; then on balance they may consider that it is more likely than
not that the allegation of presumed dedication is false.
9.4. The onus on the landowner is to produce evidence that there was no intention on
their part to dedicate; for example an overt act on the part of the landowner to show
the public at large that there was no such intention. Such evidence may consist of
notices or barriers, or the locking of the way on one day in the year and drawing this
to the attention of the public; or the deposit of a Statutory Declaration under Section
31(6) of the Highways Act 1980 to the effect that no additional ways (other than any
specifically indicated in the Declaration) have been dedicated as highways since the
date of the deposit.
9.5. If the Committee considers that the claim is made out - i.e. that there is sufficient
evidence to reasonably allege that there has been uninterrupted use by the public
over a period of 20 years which has not been sufficiently rebutted by other evidence it must resolve to make a Definitive Map Modification Order as requested. Public use
of the way must have been without hindrance or permission from the landowner or
his agents. The 20 year period must end with the date when use of the path was first
‘called into question’, which in this case is considered to be 2012.
9.6. Alternatively, if the Committee considers that the claim is not made out, it should
resolve not to make an Order.
9.7. As Members are aware, financial implications must not be taken into consideration
when determining this modification order application, as the Council has a statutory
duty to make an Order if it believes there is sufficient evidence to support it.
9.8. Should the Committee decide to make and advertise an Order, authority is given to
the Head of Legal Services to prepare and seal an Order to modify the Definitive Map
14

and Statement by including the claimed route as a footpath. A Notice of Making of
the Order will be served on all affected owner/occupiers and statutory consultees,
advertised in the local press and displayed on site. The Notice will indicate a period
during which the public and those affected by the Order will have an opportunity to
make formal representations or objections. If any are received, they will be reported
back to this Committee at a future date. If none are received within the time limit
specified, the Order may be confirmed as unopposed.
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10.

Appendices

Appendix A DMMO Application Map
Appendix B Definitive Map extracts, 1954 and 1966
Appendix C1-2 1963 Disposal and plan
Appendix D1-2 1949 Know Your Place OS map, 1954 and 1966 Ordnance Survey 1:2500
Appendix E1-4 Bristol City Council highway adoption and ownership
Appendix F1-3 Auction of Freehold Ground Rents, Crow Lane
Appendix G1 Special Resolution of Stonelink Properties Limited
Appendix G2-11 Property registers, title plans and transfer or registered title.
Appendix H Photographs from December 2018 site visit
Appendix I1-10 Google street view images, Google Maps
Appendix J Tabular record of user evidence forms
Appendix K Record of 2013 telephone call from landowner
Appendix L1-8 Landowner evidence
Appendix M Lead applicant consultation email
Appendix N Landowner evidence consultation email
Appendix O Location Plan
Appendix P Landowner response to first draft of report
11.

Contact Officers:
Theo Brumhead, Public Rights of Way Team, Highway Network Management, Growth
& Regeneration.
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APPENDIX A

1954 Definitive Map

Appendix Bϭ

1966 Definitive Map

Appendix B2

APPENDIX C1

APPENDIX C2

12/12/2018

Crow Lane, Henbury, Bristol, A

Know Your Place 0
15
30m
1880s-1930s maps from the collections of the British Library &
National Library of Scotland. 1946 aerial imagery © English
Heritage. Modern aerial imagery © Blom Pictometry. OS data ©
Crown copyright & database rights 2016 Ordnance Survey
100023406. Use of OS data is subject to an end user licence.

http://maps.bristol.gov.uk/kyp/?edition=

APPENDIX D1

Know Your Place - Bristol

1/1

Ordnance Survey 1:2500 edition 1954

APPENDIX DϮ

Coop

Bristol City Council ST5679 SE 1968

Coop

Plan showing extent of highway adoption 25 June 1954

Plan showing extent of highway adoption post 30 January 1957

APPENDIX E 1

Excerpt from the list of streets

APPENDIX E2

APPENDIX E3
THIS IS A PRINT OF THE VIEW OF THE REGISTER OBTAINED FROM HM LAND REGISTRY SHOWING
THE ENTRIES SUBSISTING IN THE REGISTER ON 18 OCT 2017 AT 15:15:04. BUT PLEASE NOTE
THAT THIS REGISTER VIEW IS NOT ADMISSIBLE IN A COURT IN THE SAME WAY AS AN OFFICIAL
COPY WITHIN THE MEANING OF S.67 LAND REGISTRATION ACT 2002. UNLIKE AN OFFICIAL COPY,
IT MAY NOT ENTITLE A PERSON TO BE INDEMNIFIED BY THE REGISTRAR IF HE OR SHE SUFFERS
LOSS BY REASON OF A MISTAKE CONTAINED WITHIN IT. THE ENTRIES SHOWN DO NOT TAKE
ACCOUNT OF ANY APPLICATIONS PENDING IN HM LAND REGISTRY. FOR SEARCH PURPOSES THE
ABOVE DATE SHOULD BE USED AS THE SEARCH FROM DATE.
THIS TITLE IS DEALT WITH BY HM LAND REGISTRY, GLOUCESTER OFFICE.
TITLE NUMBER: BL129626
There is no application or official search pending against this title.

A: Property Register
This register describes the land and estate comprised in
the title.
CITY OF BRISTOL
1

(02.08.2012) The Freehold land shown edged with red on the plan of the
above title filed at the Registry and being Land on the north side of
Crow Lane, Henbury, Bristol.

B: Proprietorship Register
This register specifies the class of title and
identifies the owner. It contains any entries that
affect the right of disposal.

Title absolute
1

(02.08.2012) PROPRIETOR: THE CITY COUNCIL OF BRISTOL of City Hall,
College Green, Bristol BS1 5TR.

C: Charges Register
This register contains any charges and other matters
that affect the land.
1

(02.08.2012) The land is subject to rights of drainage and rights in
respect of water, gas and electricity supply services.

2

(02.08.2012) The parts of the land affected thereby are subject to the
leases set out in the schedule of leases hereto.
The leases grant and reserve easements as therein mentioned.

Schedule of notices of leases
1

02.08.2012
133 to 147 (odd numbers)
edged and
Crow Lane
numbered 1 and
2 in blue
NOTE: The lease comprises also other land.

22.12.1965
99 years from
24.06.1965

AV40341

End of register

1 of 1

APPENDIX E 4

This is a print of the view of the title plan obtained from HM Land Registry showing the state of the title plan on 18
October 2017 at 15:17:12. This title plan shows the general position, not the exact line, of the boundaries. It may be
subject to distortions in scale. Measurements scaled from this plan may not match measurements between the same
points on the ground.
This title is dealt with by HM Land Registry, Gloucester Office.

APPENDIX F1

APPENDIX F2

APPENDIX F3

APPENDIX G1

APPENDIX G2
THIS IS A PRINT OF THE VIEW OF THE REGISTER OBTAINED FROM HM LAND REGISTRY SHOWING
THE ENTRIES SUBSISTING IN THE REGISTER ON 18 OCT 2017 AT 14:43:34. BUT PLEASE NOTE
THAT THIS REGISTER VIEW IS NOT ADMISSIBLE IN A COURT IN THE SAME WAY AS AN OFFICIAL
COPY WITHIN THE MEANING OF S.67 LAND REGISTRATION ACT 2002. UNLIKE AN OFFICIAL COPY,
IT MAY NOT ENTITLE A PERSON TO BE INDEMNIFIED BY THE REGISTRAR IF HE OR SHE SUFFERS
LOSS BY REASON OF A MISTAKE CONTAINED WITHIN IT. THE ENTRIES SHOWN DO NOT TAKE
ACCOUNT OF ANY APPLICATIONS PENDING IN HM LAND REGISTRY. FOR SEARCH PURPOSES THE
ABOVE DATE SHOULD BE USED AS THE SEARCH FROM DATE.
THIS TITLE IS DEALT WITH BY HM LAND REGISTRY, GLOUCESTER OFFICE.
TITLE NUMBER: AV183955
There is no application or official search pending against this title.

A: Property Register
This register describes the land and estate comprised in
the title. Except as mentioned below, the title includes
any legal easements granted by the registered lease but
is subject to any rights that it reserves, so far as
those easements and rights exist and benefit or affect
the registered land.
CITY OF BRISTOL
1

(30.08.1989) The Leasehold land shown edged with red on the plan of the
above Title filed at the Registry and being 147 Crow Lane, Henbury,
(BS10 7DS).
NOTE: As to the part numbered 1 on the filed plan the ground floor is
excluded from the title.

2

(30.08.1989) Short particulars of the lease(s) (or under-lease(s))
under which the land is held:
Date
: 31 July 1989
Term
: 99 years (less 10 days) from 24 June 1965
Rent
: £250 and additional rent
Parties
: (1) Wheatland Limited
(2) Jean Patricia Rowbottom

3

(30.08.1989) There are excepted from the effect of registration all
estates, rights, interests, powers and remedies arising upon, or by
reason of, any dealing made in breach of the prohibition or restriction
against dealings therewith inter vivos contained in the lease.

4

(30.08.1989) Lessor's title registered under AV40341.

5

Unless otherwise mentioned the title includes any legal easements
granted by the registered lease(s) but is subject to any rights that it
reserves, so far as those easements and rights exist and benefit or
affect the registered land.

B: Proprietorship Register
This register specifies the class of title and
identifies the owner. It contains any entries that
affect the right of disposal.

Title good leasehold
1

(30.08.1989) PROPRIETOR:

End of register

1 of 1
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This is a print of the view of the title plan obtained from HM Land Registry showing the state of the title plan on 18 October 2017 at 14:50:49. This title plan shows
the general position, not the exact line, of the boundaries. It may be subject to distortions in scale. Measurements scaled from this plan may not match
measurements between the same points on the ground.
This title is dealt with by HM Land Registry, Gloucester Office.
©Crown Copyright. Produced by HM Land Registry. Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited without the prior written permission of Ordnance Survey.
Licence Number 100026316.

APPENDIX G4
THIS IS A PRINT OF THE VIEW OF THE REGISTER OBTAINED FROM HM LAND REGISTRY SHOWING
THE ENTRIES SUBSISTING IN THE REGISTER ON 18 OCT 2017 AT 14:32:31. BUT PLEASE NOTE
THAT THIS REGISTER VIEW IS NOT ADMISSIBLE IN A COURT IN THE SAME WAY AS AN OFFICIAL
COPY WITHIN THE MEANING OF S.67 LAND REGISTRATION ACT 2002. UNLIKE AN OFFICIAL COPY,
IT MAY NOT ENTITLE A PERSON TO BE INDEMNIFIED BY THE REGISTRAR IF HE OR SHE SUFFERS
LOSS BY REASON OF A MISTAKE CONTAINED WITHIN IT. THE ENTRIES SHOWN DO NOT TAKE
ACCOUNT OF ANY APPLICATIONS PENDING IN HM LAND REGISTRY. FOR SEARCH PURPOSES THE
ABOVE DATE SHOULD BE USED AS THE SEARCH FROM DATE.
THIS TITLE IS DEALT WITH BY HM LAND REGISTRY, GLOUCESTER OFFICE.
TITLE NUMBER: BL99420
There is no application or official search pending against this title.

A: Property Register
This register describes the land and estate comprised in
the title.
CITY OF BRISTOL
1

(05.02.2007) The Freehold land shown edged with red on the plan of the
above Title filed at the Registry and being 147 Crow Lane, Henbury,
Bristol (BS10 7DS).

2

(24.04.2007) The land has the benefit of the rights granted by but is
subject to the rights reserved by a Transfer of the land in this title
dated 22 March 2007 made between (1) Stonelink Properties Limited and
.
(2)
NOTE: Copy filed.

3

(30.08.2007) The land has the benefit of the rights reserved by the
Transfer of 131/141 Crow Lane dated 21 March 2007 referred to in the
Charges Register.

B: Proprietorship Register
This register specifies the class of title and
identifies the owner. It contains any entries that
affect the right of disposal.

Title absolute
1

(24.04.2007) PROPRIETOR:

2

The price stated to have been paid on 22 March 2007 was

C: Charges Register
This register contains any charges and other matters
that affect the land.
1

The parts of the land affected thereby are subject to the Leases set
out in the schedule of leases hereto.

2

(30.08.2007) The land is subject to the rights granted by a Transfer of
131/141 Crow Lane dated 21 March 2007 made between (1) Stonelink
Properties Limited and (2) Aldford Two LLP.
NOTE: Copy filed under BL100555.

Schedule of notices of leases
1

30.08.1989

147 Crow Lane

01.06.1989

AV183955
1 of 2
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Title number BL99420

Schedule of notices of leases continued
1

99 years less
10 days from
24.06.1965

NOTE: This Lease comprises also other land

End of register

2 of 2
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This is a print of the view of the title plan obtained from HM Land Registry showing the state of the title plan on 18
October 2017 at 14:39:56. This title plan shows the general position, not the exact line, of the boundaries. It may be
subject to distortions in scale. Measurements scaled from this plan may not match measurements between the same
points on the ground.
This title is dealt with by HM Land Registry, Gloucester Office.
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APPENDIX G8

APPENDIX G9

APPENDIX G10

APPENDIX G11

APPENDIX G12

IX G13

Site visit photographs December 2018

Appendix H 1

1. Approach from Crow Lane, with 147 Crow Lane on the left and 149 Crow Lane on the
right.

2. Palisade gate and fence between 147 and 149 Crow Lane.

Appendix H 2

3. Visible footings, assumed to be for barrier (since removed).

4. Visible footings, assumed to be for barrier (since removed).

Appendix H 3

5. View into yard, alongside external
wall of 149 Crow Lane, from Crow Lane
entrance

6. View across yard at rear of 143-147
Crow Lane, towards gap between 147
and 149 Crow Lane. Claimed route
crosses foreground, then continues
between buildings.

Appendix H 4

7. Rear of 143-147 Crow Lane as seen from Machin Road Car Park.

8. Sign on palisade gates, Machin Road

Appendix H 5

9. Signs on wall above Machin Road footway, adjacent to palisade gates.
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IMAGE EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM GOOGLE MAPS
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OCTOBER 2009 CROW LANE TO MACHIN ROAD

B4057

B4057 - Google Maps

Image capture: Oct 2009

© 2018 Google
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APRIL 2012 CROW LANE TO MACHIN ROAD

B4057

B4057 - Google Maps

Image capture: Apr 2012

© 2018 Google
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Currently shown: Apr 2012

Street View - Apr 2012

Google, Inc.

Bristol, England

11/20/2018
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SEPTEMBER 2012 CROW LANE TO MACHIN ROAD

B4057

B4057 - Google Maps

Image capture: Sep 2012

© 2018 Google

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Crow+Ln,+Bristol/@51.50901,-2.6215687,3a,86.9y,326.56h,95.21t/data=!3m7!1e1!3m5!1sg7QiFwYFctiphlZiPfRpEQ!2e0!5s20120901T000000!7i13312!8i6656!4m5!3m4!1s0x48…

Currently shown: Sep 2012

Street View - Sep 2012

Google, Inc.

Bristol, England

11/20/2018
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JUNE 2014 CROW LANE TO MACHIN ROAD

B4057

B4057 - Google Maps

Image capture: Jun 2014

© 2018 Google
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Currently shown: Jun 2014

Street View - Jun 2014

Google, Inc.

Bristol, England

11/20/2018
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JUNE 2018 CROW LANE TO MACHIN ROAD

B4057

B4057 - Google Maps

Image capture: Jun 2018

© 2018 Google
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Currently shown: Jun 2018

Street View - Jun 2018

Google, Inc.

Bristol, England

11/20/2018
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OCTOBER 2009 MACHIN ROAD TO CROW¶ LANE¶

Machin Rd

Machin Rd - Google Maps

Image capture: Oct 2009

© 2018 Google
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APRIL 2012 MACHIN ROAD TO CROW LANE

Machin Rd

Machin Rd - Google Maps

Image capture: Apr 2012

© 2018 Google
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Currently shown: Apr 2012

Street View - Apr 2012
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Machin Rd - Google Maps

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/@51.5093799,-2.6220444,3a,75y,102.09h,95.18t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1s8jDDPYJ36MZZQY2XZeHnyQ!2e0!7i13312!8i6656

Street View - Apr 2012

Google, Inc.

Bristol, England

Machin Rd

12/12/2018

Image capture: Apr 2012

© 2018 Google
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APPENDIX J1
FormNo.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Nameofwitness

Descriptionofroute

FromMachinRoad,opp.Carpark,ToCrowLanepavement&shops
FromCrowLanebetweenNo.147,149toMachinRoad
FromCrowLanepathrunsbetweenNo.s147&149CrowLanetoMachinRoad
FromCrowLanetoMachinRoadbetweenNo147+No149
FromCrowLaneshopstoMachinRoadcarparkbetween147+149
FromCrowLaneBetween147+149toMachinRoad
FromCrowLanetoMachinRoad
RunsfromCrowLanebetweenNo.147+No.149toMachinRoad

BelievedStatus

publicfootpath Y
Y
Y
Footpath
Y
Footpath
Y
Footpath
Y
Publicaccess
Y

Knownaspublic

Howwide?

3metresreducingto1mwithatA(restriction)
About3metres
3metreswitharestrictionto0.75metres
Approx3metres
About10foot
approx9ftrestrictionof20inchesbetween147+149
3metres

1980Ͳ2013
1971Ͳ2013
1989Ͳ2013
1961Ͳ2013
1961Ͳ2013
1969Ͳ2013
1972Ͳ2013
1990Ͳ2013

Usedbetween

33
42
24
52
52
44
41
23

Totalno.ofyearsinuse

FormNo.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Shopping
Takingrubbishouttobin
WalkingtoandfromCrowLanefromMachinRoadcarpark
TogainaccesstoCrowLaneshops
Returntocaraftershopping
Shopping
Shopsthenreturninghome

Purposeofjourney

500
50
104
200Ͳ300
200
300
Everyday

no.oftimesusedperyear

Foot
Foot
Foot
Foot
Foot
Foot
Foot

Onfoot,horsebackorother
None
Walkaroundtheblock
None
None
None
None
None

Wholelengthofroute/any

diversions/alterations?
Stiles/Gates

No,noanswer
No,no
No,nonearCrowLanethereisarestrictiontoallowonepersontopassatonetimeͲmarkedAonmap
No,no,restriction
No,no,restriction
Restriction,tubularbarrierleaving20inchgap
No,no
YesͲinreferencetorestriction

FormNo.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Y
Tenantat143CrowLane
N
N
N
N
N
N

Workedforlandowner?

YͲsigndisplayedearly2012
N
YͲSincemid2012therehasbeensignsͲmarkedB&Conmap
YͲSignsdisplayedmid2012
NͲuntillastfewmonths
YͲfrommid2012
N
YͲSignsdisplayedsinceearly/mid2012

Notices?

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Everstopped
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Evertoldnotpublic?
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Obstructions/lockedgates?
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Givenpermissiontouseroute?
N
N
N
N
N
N

N

Privateright?

YͲRBoyce,sameaddress
YͲlotsofpeopleatallhoursoftheday
NhasgivencopiesofUEFtoknownpeople
YͲAcqaintances,doesnotknowdetails
YͲnotpersonally
YͲdozenseveryday
Y
YͲnonamesprovided

Knownothersusingroute/otherinformation?

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Signeddeclaration

FormNo.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Descriptionofmap/notesondrawing

FromMachinRoadcrossesopenspace,thenproceedsbetween147and149CrowLanetomeetCrowLane
FromMachinRoadcrossesopenspace,thenproceedsbetween147and149CrowLanetomeetCrowLane
FromMachinRoadcrossesopenspace,thenproceedsbetween147and149CrowLanetomeetCrowLane
FromMachinRoadcrossesopenspace,thenproceedsbetween147and149CrowLanetomeetCrowLane
FromMachinRoadcrossesopenspace,thenproceedsbetween147and149CrowLanetomeetCrowLane
FromMachinRoadcrossesopenspace,thenproceedsbetween147and149CrowLanetomeetCrowLane
FromMachinRoadcrossesopenspace,thenproceedsbetween147and149CrowLanetomeetCrowLane
FromMachinRoadcrossesopenspace,thenproceedsbetween147and149CrowLanetomeetCrowLane

Appendix J2
UserFormNumber

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

10

15

25

30

35

Totalnumberofyearsinuse

20

Numberofyears

40

45

50

55

Appendix K

Appendix L1

Appendix L1

Appendix L1

Appendix L1

Appendix L1

Appendix L2

Appendix L2

Appendix L2

Appendix L2

Appendix L2

Appendix L2

Appendix L3

Appendix L4

Appendix L5

Appendix L6

Appendix L7

Appendix L8

Appendix M

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rights of way
Rights of Way Application Ref ID3/788 Machin Road
14 December 2018 09:08:22

Dear
,
I am responding to your letter enquiring as to my knowledge of the 'restriction'.
The barrier was there when I moved to Henbury in 1989. I have talked with a
local resident who lived in the flats adjacent to the place after they were first
built and she estimates it was placed there 50 years ago.
She also told me that an earlier planning application to close the throughway
with a gate was refused on the basis of safety grounds in that if there was a fire
in the shops adjacent people need to be able to access the properties behind
quickly and vice versa.
Kind regards

Appendix N
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rights of way
RE: Your ref ID3/788 MACHIN ROAD
14 January 2019 09:27:30

Dear
Thank you for your recent email and apologies for delay in replying due to a
short stay in hospital.
I will try to clarify the points mentioned.

1) Unfortunately, as I saw no reason to do so, I did not keep any details of times
and dates when I stopped, or attempted to stop, any one from entering the
commercial yard at rear and side of 147 Crow Lane. As I believe I mentioned in
my previous letter, the metal barrier on Crow Lane restricted access to most
individuals as shown on the photo I attached. I certainly became very unpopular
for preventing the use of access through the yard, and although I didn't keep
count, it was probably 20 or so individuals per week on average. Mostly during
day time hours but as there were no lights and gangs congregated under the
stairway in the evening I understood from my various tenants in the maisonette
that few people tried to access it then. However, on the evenings we were there
clearing rubbish fly tipped in the yard, which could be as often as twice a week,
we attempted to stop youths congregating there and others from entering.

2) Again, I saw no reason to keep evidence of signs erected, and made by, my
husband over the years. At various times they read 'Private', 'No Access', 'No
Entry', No Public Right of Way', No Parking and No Fly Tipping but all were
ignored, defaced, destroyed or removed within days, weeks or months.

3) As stated in my previous communication, I became a tenant of 147/147a Crow
Lane in 1983 and owner in 1989, see attachments, so had been
stopping/attempting to stop people from accessing the commercial yard for many
years before acquiring the land in 2007, continuing to do so until it was closed
off in 2013, and I certainly would not have done this if there was any doubt in
my mind that it could be considered a right of way. It had never been
maintained as such while in the ownership of Bristol City Council, the yard had
never been repaired and there was no lighting etc. and nothing on the deeds to
suggest this.
I hope the above information will be of some use. I would be grateful if you could
keep me up-to-date with progress.
Many thanks,
Kind Regards

On 09 January 2019 at 10:02 Rights of way

APPENDIX P
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dear

Rights of way
Re: FW: DMMO application for a claimed public footpath from Crow Lane to Machin Road
13 February 2019 21:23:14

,

The following are my comments on the draft report re the above.
SITE VISITS 4.6.1 4.6.3 LANDOWNER EVIDENCE 8.6.3
On the site visit the visible signs of the footings for the barrier were
photographed but not measured, why?
The depth of the step was measured at 22cm. The total width was
measured as 2.25m so why not the
distance of the nearest edge of the footing to the wall? This is actually 18
inches and then there was also
the arm of the barrier. I attach photos taken last week when said barrier
was put back on original footings
and the gap measured. This was done by black shatterproof ruler of
12inches showing very clearly the
gap was only 13inches/33cm. It is also shown when measured by clear
plastic ruler of 30cm that gap is 33cm
As this is not supposition, is clearly shown by attached photos, and can
easily be proven even further by
another site visit, I do not believe that the statement made in 8.6.3 'it
seems that the smallest width at 20
inches provided by user evidence is the most accurate description of this
width, at 20inches or 50cm'
should stand. Not when I can actually prove differently.
My claim of 13 inches is proven by my photographs and can be further
proven on site! This must be made
very clear as that is what it will be if we replace the original barrier on the
original footings if the way has
surely.

to be opened. Guesses should not be made when facts can be proven

Witness statements from those claiming to have used this way from 500 50 times per year state widths
of 3metres, 10ft, 1metre, 0.75 etc surely if they had passed this way so
frequently and had squeezed through
13 inches while going up or down a 9inch step, they would estimate the
width far more accurately? Also it

begs the question over whether they would remember seeing when and
where my signs were in place if
they passed the way as frequently as they claim over such long periods
of time and don't remember even
squeezing through a tiny gap!
GOOGLE STREET VIEWS OF THE CLAIMED ROUTE
4.7.1/2 Contains a great deal of supposition which surely cannot be used
as evidence? 2 individuals 'look'
as though they had used the route. October 2009 someone was 'stood' at
the barrier. These people could be
accessing the door at the side of the barrier leading to flats above the Coop or the steps leading to the
maisonettes.
ALSO
3.4 and 4.6.2
As I mentioned in my previous correspondence all signs erected were
made by my husband. Obviously
when I acquired the land in 2007 I naturally got him to put quite a few
more up and, of course,
they will all look 'similar in style' as he uses the same materials every time
so therefore this gives no indication
of when they were erected. Obviously after purchasing the land in 2007
it was only natural that I would put lots
of new notices up indicating it was private land as I am sure any new
owner would do.

4.5.1
There are no current plans to develop any part of the site purely because
I am waiting for this claim to be
resolved. When acquiring the land it was my intention, as soon as funds
allowed, to hopefully obtain
Planning permission to build some type of suitable housing for the area.
I hope you will give my above comments due consideration.
Thank you.

